COMMUNITY SURVEY
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Hello,
The Community Survey was available to the public in August of 2021. At the
end of the month, a total of 579 responses were collected. 517 people used the
online form, while 62 people chose to fill out the written survey and deposited it
in the drop box in the lobby. The survey focused on how the community viewed
the importance of various library services, and how our library performed in those
various services.
The following report contains all of the responses to the multiple choice
questions and a portion of the written responses that represent the totality of
what was received. The full report is available to anyone interested and can be
emailed to you upon request.

Question 1:
Do you have a library card?

1

Question 2:
On average, how often do you visit the library?

Question 3:
How do you typically find out about library programs?

2

Question 4:
How would you rate the following library services?

Excellent

Good

Fair

Poor

N/A

Customer
Service

59.10%

30.40%

5.90%

1.20%

3.50%

Collection

25.20%

53.30%

14.20%

1.00%

6.30%

Programs

27.20%

33.40%

8.20%

1.40%

29.60%

Online Services

35.10%

38.90%

10.10%

0%

15.90%

Material
acquisition

54.30%

23.60%

3%

.20%

19%

43%

32.30%

6.30%

2.60%

15.80%

Technology

17.50%

30.60%

7.40%

2.10%

42.40%

Internet access

24.70%

27.30%

5.20%

.30%

42.40%

Facilities

50.30%

38.20%

7.10%

1.40%

2.90%

Hours of
operation

42%

47.80%

6.10%

.70%

3.50%

Overall, how
would you rate
the library?

49%

44.80%

4.40%

.50%

1.20%

Library policies
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Question 5:
How important is each of the following library services
to you and your family?
Very
Somewhat
Not
Important
Important
Important Important

N/A

Borrowing
Materials

68.50%

22.70%

5.50%

1.90%

1.40%

Reference
Services

20.60%

28.20%

21%

15.30%

14.90%

Programs

26.40%

27.60%

21.80%

10%

14.20%

Technology

21.50%

24.60%

21.60%

20.90%

11.40%

Help Using
Technology

21.10%

19.80%

19.80%

22.40%

17%

Study Rooms /
Reading Areas

17.10%

24.20%

21.20%

18.50%

19%

Community
Meeting
Rooms

18.80%

22.90%

22.10%

17.10%

19.10%

Internet
Access

34.40%

23.80%

15.70%

14.50%

11.60%

Material
Acquisition

61.10%

18.80%

9.50%

2.10%

8.50%

Online Services

52.70%

25.60%

9.70%

3.80%

8.10%

Periodicals

11.70%

21.20%

26.80%

27.10%

13.20%

Outreach
Services

12.20%

14.20%

13%

24%

36.60%

Overall, how
important is
the library?

62.10%

26.60%

8.30%

2.10%

1%
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Question 6:
If you would like to expand on the importance of any
library service, do so here.
I think everything you
do is excellent and so
important for our area.
I’m not sure how or ot if
it is possible to access
interlibrary loan through
the website. Access to
books the library doesn’t
have is important to me
because many of the
books I’m interested in
are not available through
this library

Enjoy the adult and
children classes.

Of course a big beautiful
facility would be nice,
but we are a smaller
community .

I would love to see more
Love to have used books of a children’s area with
available to purchase, puzzles/toys for them to
so my wish is to expand
play with. I would also
the area for that, maybe love a drive up service to
adding other materials
pick up reserved books
(magazines, etc) to the
so I don’t have to get
offerings.
both children out of the
car.

Computers need
updating, larger area

We need to get back
more programs. Less
zoom calls

When my children were
young, the libraryvand
all of its programs
and services were
extremely important
to us. Now that they
are in high school, it’s
overall importance has
diminished.

New to the community
and have brought
my 5 year old nearly
every week. Trying to
instill reading habits
and interested in the
community!

I would like to see the
library app have more
options. I’d like to have
a place to put books I’d
like to read, a reading
wish list of sorts. It
would also be nice to
be able to see what I’ve
read or save favorite
authors as reference
when I’m searching for
what to read next.

Our library is great!
Our kids are older
so we don’t use
the library as much
anymore but we still
check out books and
DVDs a lot. The facility
is well maintained,
comfortable, and easy
to use. The staff are
always willing to help
and friendly.
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We really enjoy the cozy,
welcoming feeling of
the library. And enjoy
affordable programming
options.
I would like to see more
variety in outreachmaybe more author
visits, interactive family
trivia nights, etc. I have
attended in past but they
seem limited the last
couple of years. Also
prefer no or minimal cost
to attendee.
I would like the library to
offer more opportunities
for patrons to purchase
books that are going to
be “retired”. I have often
checked out travel guides
that were becoming
out of date. I asked the
librarian to notify me
when the book was going
to be replaced, and she
never did.

Please expand on the importance of any library service.

You are the best !
I think one of the most
valuable services/
facilities the library has
is underrated, which
is the ability to return
materials at all hours via
the drop boxes out front.
These are so important
as the library’s hours
are good, but not always
when you are available.
They are somewhat
less important now
that the library is fine
free, but still valuable
to allow patrons to
return materials at their
availability, not the
institution’s.
I used the homebound
service due to recovery
from surgery and I was
very grateful for it!
It’s important to never
forget those who aren’t
as able as others. Books
are a treasure and a
necessity! Also, glad the
library participates in
Hoopla.
More emails and i
information about all
services offered
The inter-library loan
is such a huge thing
for me. It’s perfect for
getting any book I’m
interested in reading.
Computer classes by
Stacy.
Support for
neighborhood Book
Clubs

bring back chair yoga

More ebooks to borrow

We used to use the
library all the time when
my kids were little. For
that age group, the
library is excellent.
Now we only use the
library when my kids
need something (jr. high
high school). Whenever
I go to the library they
always have to order it
from another location.
The selection is poor
for that age group. For
adults? Selection is
great!

Your library’s staff are
truly wonderful. They are
very helpful and always
pleasant to communicate
with. If I were younger
with children we would
be regular visitors and
use the library and it’s
programs at least a few
times every week. Thank
you for the lovely facility
and a great big thank
you for your nice and
accommodating staff.
Stay safe

All of them are so
important to me and my
family. In the face of
COVID we just haven’t
gone as much. I’ve
started using the online
portals for books. But I
can’t wait to go back to
the library! I love going
there

Even though some
services are not
important to me - having
them available for our
community at large
is important such as
internet, classes and
story time.

I’m a big reader, so
What a great operation.
borrowing book is very
The courtesy from all of
important to me
the staff is wonderful.
Elburn doesn’t have
As my kids are getting
much besides the
older, we will probably
library, as far as
use the library more with
community services,
school projects
overall it is good.
More activities for kids Have been using eBooks
under 5, in person
a lot during the pandemic
Everything about a
Love the Elburn holiday
library is important!
events with the balloon
Thank you for providing
guy and story time. All
us with a great one!
kid events are great!
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I have taken into
consideration not just
myself and my family but
others in our community.
Having not used all your
services, the need for
whatever programs are
financially affordable to
the community and used
are such a great asset.
Thank you for having
such a well balanced
selection of programs
available. Keep up the
excellent work .
More programs for
elementary aged

I love storytime, my son
Need more programs for
really looks forward to
tweens, especially boys.
every week.

My mom takes my
kids (not as much
during recent CoVid)
to programs while
babysitting and has
attending felting classes
and chair yoga.
before covid I loved loved
loved all of your crafts/
classes and you did for
the kids and adults...you
had a great schedule of
all kinds of things. my
daughter stopped during
covid because they are
kids were on a computer
all day...they had no
interest in getting back
on one to do a vitrual
activity no matter how
fun. I dont like virtual
either.
Really appreciated being
able to register to vote at
the library when we first
moved here.

Having more online
books would be very
helpful.
The library is an
Staff could be friendlier.
Children’s programs and
essential place for my
Make effort to greet &
materials
family, especially for my
smile.
children.
I so appreciate the interAs a teacher, I use the Have more DVD choices,
library loan system
Town and Country app to
as it seems they are
allowing me to get books
constantly put books on
limited especially on
not available at the
hold. Love it!
newer releases.
Elburn library.
Since the beginning of
Summer read expanded
It’s the perfect size
the pandemic, the ability
to year round reading
and has what my family
to access materials on
programs
needs
line has been a godsend
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Please expand on the importance of any library service.

I love the inter library
loan! It has been
wonderful! The books
are always in very good
condition

It seems difficult to get
books that are in the
system, but are at a
different location. I’ve
never seen directions
on how to actually get
the book that is not in
Elburn.
I would like to see
more classes for
young adults, such as
building careers online,
marketing, writing and
publishing, or crafting,
or art classes. Also
similar type of classes
created towards middle
age/older adults. The
idea is to have similar
age groups come
together with similar
interests and to be
able to connect to the
community.
Inter-library loan is a
wonderful service for
access to books not
available in our library. I
use it all the time.

Please expand on the importance of any library service.

I attended some simple
Almost every book
art classes several years
I personally want to
ago through the library
borrow is not at our
and very much enjoyed
library and it needs to
Access to Drama on line them. They got me back
be transferred from a
data base A wonderful into making my own art. I
different library. This
resource for plays and would love to see more of
may just be the types of
online theater.
those types of programs
books I like reading, but
over time, especially as
it would be good to have
people need more of an
them available faster if
outlet from the stress of
possible.
the past year and a half.
Since Elburn is a small
We use the library all
town I understand that
the time and has really
I need a lot of help when
our libr ay doesn’t have
helped my son learn to
Im in the library. I always
a lot but LOVE that
read and my other son
get the best of help from
we can get something gets so excited about any
all who work there.
quickly from another
new dinosaur books we
library.
bring home :)
Everyone has always
Some services are
I’m pretty independent
been very professional,
not important to me
and don’t usually need
friendly and very helpful. directly, but I believe
help, but when I have
The facility has always
they are vital to the
had to ask, someone was
been very clean and
community & want to
usually there to help
neat. Thank you.
support them.
The library saves us so
Change some favorite
More DVDs, magazines,
much money every year!
books
and books!
Interlibrary lending is
I have been very
great. I often find that
Customer service. We
pleased with the overall the books that interest
don’t ask for a lot of
service at the library
me are at other libraries.
help as sometimes the
and can usually get
So it’s great that I can get
individuals at the service
what I want. The folks
these books delivered
desk are rude and make
that work there are
to my local library. I also
us feel as though we
cheerful and helpful far
appreciate using the
are putting them out by
more often than not.
related online access to
asking for help.
Thank you
audio books via access
360, Overdrive, hoopla.
I used to love the
Spanish Storytime with
children’s programs
Senora Silvana is such a
Hours and location from
when my kids were
high quality experience.
my home are incredibly
little. Everyone is always We hope to see it return
convenient!
very helpful when I go to to an in-person offering
the library.
with after-school hours.
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Question 7:
What do you value most about the library?

The inter library loan
service as I can get
books that our library
doesn’t have and I
appreciate that service
Provides a valued
service to the
community in many
ways
Interlibrary loans
and availability of a
good assortment of
materials in library
when I visit
Access to a gazillion
books
I like that pre-covid
they did offer a variety
of things to interest our
community.
Programs
The fact that we can
have easy access to
many books and games
Availability of what I’m
interested in reading.
Free books!
Love that you have
such a great children’s
section! I refer my
students to the library
all of the time. Reading
is so important!

The selection of books
(kids and adult), the
Being able to read current
ability to inter-library
books without having to
loan books, the kids
purchase them. Being able
section of content
to use cookbooks and
“appropriate” graphic
craft books to decide if I’d
novels for young
like to purchase them.
elementary-aged
advanced readers,
Online catalogue. I Like
You have been a lifeline
to have the book i want
for myself and my family. picked out so i can find
it quickly.
Being able to get the
Being able to borrow
books and movies my
books & other materials
children want that they
from other libraries if
can’t get other places
Sugar Grove or Elburn
such as school
don’t have what I need.
Inter library loans so we
Magazines loan but it is
have acces to just about
limited.
anything.
I find we use the
I love attending adult
interlibrary loan the
classes. I have taken
most. And the craft/art
advantage of many of
programs for the youth.
the offerings.
Access to many books
Everything! I am a fan!
The availability of books
Often preview books
and the ease at which to before purchase for my
get them.
classroom library.
The opportunity for my
Book acquisition from
kids to find books to
other libraries.
read
the small town feeling
Its location.
The materials acquisition
The peaceful
is most valuable to me.
atmosphere over in the
The Library always obtains
fireplace area and the
my requested materials
multitude of windows
quickly and makes it easy
that let in natural light.
for me to pick things up.
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What do you value most about the library?

Accessibility, the
coffee bar!
That they are still
around for people to
use.
Availability

Being able to borrow
books.

Being able to go in and
find books easily

The overall selection and
appeal to all ages.

I like the classes they
offer.

Programs

Proximity and
availability
Borrowing materials
such as books

Important for the
Having good books
community.
available to read.
Their ability to get
If this library does not
Access to books in
the books I want in a
have what I want everyone pleasant surroundings
timely fashion. Hours,
is helpful in getting it from with helpful people on
helpfullness, location.
another library for me.
hand to assist.
And special events.
The ability to get books
I value the ability to
in the genre that I want
Just knowing you are
borrow items from the
to read even though
there. Means everything!!!
library so I don’t have to
Elburn does not buy
Thank you!!
buy the items.
them.
Being able to read
My children and I read
The library had been a
the books or watch
a lot. Books are so
real lifeline through the
the movies we would
important.
pandemic
otherwise miss out on.
it’s close proximity to
Classes
Inter-Library Lians
me
Access to it. I love our the good selection of new
Books on tape and
library!
books
helpful staff
Access to books and Everything! Great place to
Staff attitudes,
audio books that I
sit and relax with a great
selection, ability to
would otherwise have
read and with friendly
check out many things
to purchase.
people!
at once.
ability to get almost
PreCovid I would visit
The inter-library loan
any book via inter
more often to read
program. It’s AMAZING.
library loan
magazines.
The ability to acquire
You’re an integral part
materials quickly,
of the community. I wish
The ebooks and I miss
whether from T&C or
more of a push was being the quietness of how it
from other libraries. I
made to reflect that.
use to be. Why can’t the
also appreciate the
Otherwise, we’re all just
game players go into a
warm, comfortable
sitting at home reading
room? And people who
atmosphere when I
virus conspiracies on the
talk on their phones.
visit.
internet.
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We love the diverse
program offerings and
activities offered for
children and adults.
We also appreciate the
friendly faces of the staff.
It’s so nice when the
librarians greet the kids
and talk to them about
reading.

I love visiting the library
with my child. I also
have a second one on
the way. I just can’t wait
until they are of age
where they can enjoy
borrowing books and the
children’s programs too.

Ability to check out books
and materials as well as
finding them online for
those pandemic nightmare
years. Since you have
a separate building for
heritage/genealogy it
would be great to be
able to access Ancestry
or ? Online from home
to continue the search
options. Class options
like floral and crafts and
painting are awesome
for a library this small.
Newsletter that arrives by
mail is especially nice to
see seasonal offerings.

The ability to let me son
have access to choose
whatever he wants to
read as often as he likes
because reading can be
a real struggle for him.
This makes it more fun
and enjoyable. Library
time is something we do
as a family. However,
once he finds a series
he likes, we do really
like having the option
to find the books online
since often they have to
be transported in from
other libraries. This
program is amazing!

Friendly place to spend
time hanging out with
my kids checking out
books.

I don’t have to buy books,
cds and videos, I just
check them out!

The programs were
stellar, I loved our little
library.

I used to value
participating in
programs there but I
don’t attend anymore
due to having to
suffocate in a mask.

The friendliness and
professionalism of the
staff in assisting patrons
of the library. I value
online and audiobooks.

I love libraries. “So many
books so little time.” The
staff has worked so hard
during this past year and
it shows

books and movies

Inter library loan

The books.
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What do you value most about the library?

It is a place to help
us teach our youth on
subjects that they may
not otherwise be taught
in the school system.
It is a chance to
broaden their horizons.
It is a quiet place to
study, free from most
distractions.
I loved “Books in a Box”
I think the homebound
program is essential.
I would like to see
Good Reads books
highlighted. Spanish
classes for adults
would be nice. I would
like to see how the
“no fee” program is
doing - are we losing
money/books? The
midday programs are
great but could it reach
more patrons? Adjust
the time, etc? The
online Summer Reading
Program was difficult to
navigate. I never really
figure it out

What do you value most about the library?

The experience and
variety of books to rent
The selection of books
Youth programs.
Involvement and new
books to choose from

Access to Audiobooks,
DVDs, Film Club.
free books
Materials
Children’s books and
programs, adult classes

The clean and orderly
environment!

being able to borrow a
variety of books

Children’s events and
classes, Chair Yoga
class for seniors (my
mom goes when it is in
person)
The library is on top of
trend changes in library
policies like going fine
free, implementing
auto-renewals, and
updating mask policies
to fit changing need.
That I can borrow just
about anything from
the library
Ease of parking to get
in, pick up materials
and get out quickly.
Books, DVDs, programs,
a sense of community
Inter library loan
program
We check out books
weekly and absolutely
love all of the
programs!!

The library is small, so
the transfers from other
libraries is a service I use
often.

Books, programs,
reading / study areas.
Interlibrary loans
Story time
How close it is to my
home
I can usually get the
book I want within a few
days.
Comfortable place to
work or relax, where I
can get all the materials
I need.

Finding books or
I value the inter library
materials that can
service for DVDs. There is
be ordered through
always a great selection
the inter library loan
and it is very valuable to
program. Using the
me and my family.
technology when mine
isn’t working.
The value it has to my kids
The people that work
and community accessible there. They are always
learning and fun.
willing to help.
It’s ability to reach all
Checking out adult and
ages with the common
children books as well
bond of reading
as DVDs
Being able to use books
Copy machines, daily
for free
newspapers
Very convient with great
The inter-library program.
service
Interlibrary loan
Youth programming and
Felting workshops.
ability to use the meeting
Lovely class and
rooms
instructor!
Convenience, easy
The helpful librarians
Ease and speed of
access to materials,
and the ordering books acquisition of materials
excellent help from
from other libraries.
from other libraries
workers
Resources for take
Book and newspaper
The ability to borrow
out and community
resources and children’s
books from other
meeting space
area/programs
libraries.
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Question 8:
How could the library or its services be improved?
I don’t know if this is
We would love more kids
even possible but less
classes!
waiting for on line books
Adult Programming
When someone walks
should be expanded.
into the library, a good
I don’t feel like the
morning or some kind
current program appeals
of acknowledgment
to millennials or Gen
would be nice, some of
Xers. I would appreciate
the folks are not the
something like financial friendliest unfortunately
classes, learning to
but it would not stop me
crochet, or trivia
from coming there.
I think they do fine as is!!
Larger selection
I don’t like the political/
At the moment, we
progressive social
do not need anything
atmosphere that the
additional from the
library promotes in their
library, but when the
displays. The library is
kids were little I wished
a place that should be
for extended hours.
apolitical.
It or they cannot be;
it’s or they are perfect!
LOL, ok maybe a bigger
selection?

I think there should be
a wider selection of YA
books and manga
Continue to purchase
new materials - move the
newer books back to the
side wall on the right they’re difficult to see on
the lower shelves where
they are in the front - just
a small suggestion.
More large print!!
See above, maybe
more interaction with
librarians, I know
they are a wealth of
knowledge, but rarely are
they offering their input.

More online classes
Friendlier staff and in
and activities would be person activities for kids.
welcome during this time We do not feel welcome
of Covid.
in our own library.

Somehow making it
Kaneville public library,
easier to find picture
although smaller, is
I’m a frequent library
books on different
vastly superior in its
patron who has been
topics, it is hard to find
focus on adult users.
going in at least once
this now the way the
They have newspapers
a week for four years
books are shelved
and magazines, a much
and I have very rarely
larger book collection,
been asked if I needed
Also, making sure myself
kids are in a separate
help with anything. The
and my daughter can
room, there is no coffee
library could work to
enjoy the library while
shop setup, chairs are
improve it’s friendliness
breathing freely without
comfortable, pleasant to
and engagement with
masking is of utmost
use. The T&C collection
patrons.
importance and not
is antiquated.
negotiable in my opinion
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How could the library or its services be improved?

I’d love to see some
More books, more
more history or nature
Buy more ebooks in
programs. We move from
programs added. I really
various contemporary
St. Charles (wonderful
enjoy the craft programs
genre. Enlarge the
library) during COVID,
also and they seem
building so that more
and I haven’t spent much
very popular, it would
materials and people can
time at my new library
be cool if that could be
be in it.
yet.
expanded on.
It would be great to get I would like to see more
more board books, my
variety in the programs
son is young and I was
offered. It seems that
not able to find a huge
the same programs are
selection of those books
being offered all the
to rent from the library.
time.

We recently were
charged for a book that
was accidentally lost at
the library -- we found it
on the shelf. Just more
care to make sure things
like this don’t happen.

Acquire more books.
Selection of books and
Usually when there’s a
movies. We have been
book I want to read I find going to Geneva library
that it’s not one that the as they just have a larger
library has.
selection of items.

Possibly have DIY
Workshops or an area
within the library for
children or adults to do
DIY projects.

if possible, design
Prior to Covid I came
a service specific to
into the library at least
helping homeschooling
once per week. There
parents for kids of all
always seems to be a lot
ages, but especially
of staff standing around
elementary school.
chatting not doing a
Making curriculums
whole lot. It comes
available to check-out or
across as their social
in-library use, providing time is more important
a support materials
than the customers.
designated section like
Most of the time I am
worksheets appropriate not acknowledged when
by subject/age, hosting
walking in or standing
homeschool networking
at the counter. Better
events or coops, having
training to engage in
a librarian resource
patrons would benefit
for questions and as a
the employees and
guide into the world of
improve the overall
homeschooling
experience.

I think offering services
that are meant to
introduce patrons to the
library, likely divided by
age group for relevance,
would be a valuable
activity to offer the
community. Teaching
people how to use
reference services and
where to locate various
resources throughout
the library and on the
website would be a way
to invite the community
who may not be familiar
into the library in a
nonjudgmental way.
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Many virtual offerings
are provided via
Facebook. We don’t use
this social media outlet
and are not able to
participate in activities
that are run through
this platform. A neutral
library platform would be
preferred.
Your services are
excellent!!! I would like
the library to be bigger
but we all want the
impossiblel

Keep doing what you are
doing
More books, more up to
date dvds.

More younger kid
programs
Not sure. Maybe open
earlier on Sundays.

Could they offer first
aid/ CPR classes? Adult
Spanish? How are they
doing on the “No Fine”
program? Are we losing
funds/materials? Could
an update be given?

An outdoor class for
children and outdoor
reading space. More
parking at times.
Continue adult guest
speakers/music.

Library staff needs to
be more approachable.
Sometimes it looks like
they don’t want to be
bothered.

I would LOVE it if you
had your book sale again
during Elburn Days (or
any other time)

Flow of the building.
A section of well-lit
shelves to peruse used
materials available for
purchase which directly
benefits the library
and brings us into the
building when reading
from Hoopla or Axis 360.
If you can’t get enough
people’s hobbies for
display cases, turn them
into book nook area.
Please read my answer
above as to what is most
important . Be impartial.
Be friendly and
welcoming. Acknowledge
patrons when they enter.

A large enough library

better variety

Friendlier faces, more
welcoming

Nothing really comes to
mind at this time
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I hate to say it but many
of the staff behind the
checkout counter are
not very friendly. We’ve
often felt like we were a
hassle and that we were
interrupting them. We
really do love coming to
the library and would love
it if we didn’t seem to be
a bother to the staff.

Availability of more
materials (books, DVDs,
CDs) at the Elburn library.
Larger selection of
ebooks
To have the full series of
an Arthur’s books

How could the library or its services be improved?`

Maybe longer hours on
weekends.
Pay the librarians better.
They deserve it.
The library can improve
by providing its patrons
with more actual
literature and non fiction
and stop providing so
much dumbed down
material for children and
political agenda pushing
opinionated material.
More toddler-parent
opportunities like STC
and Geneva library
offers (craft times,
bubble dance parties,
etc)

How could the library or its services be improved?

The main desk staff
almost never greets
you or even bothers to
look up. I find that very
awkward. In general,
when approached
for help, they seem
reluctant to stop doing
whatever task they are
doing to help you.
No masks
Have special programs
or activities for the kids
on the days the kids
have off
The COVID restrictions
have been severe. Despite kids being able to
go to school masked,
they were still unable
to enter the library last
year. It’s time to bring
the programs back.
We will gladly wear our
masks!

The bench dedicated to
I would like the
a former employee that
library to have more
is located on the north
reading/computer
side of the entrance is
rooms with which to
great. However, it would
complete school/work
be better if there was
assignments. I, for one,
an oversized beach type
would like to assist my
umbrella that could be
child in her studies, in
placed behind it for the a reading room, without
super hot & sunny days any distractions. It seems
to create some shade.
that the private rooms
Just a thought.
have been closed.
Programs for big kids
Later hours
More programs/classes N/A. The only reason we
for preschoolers. Things haven’t visited recently is
other then storytime
due to COVID.
I wish there were more
Larger space with more
adult classes evenings
kids/ pre-teen area to
other than felting and
play/ study and more
technology skills. An
materials would be
adult book club for those
great. More crafts/ inwho work would be great.
dependent activities for
Or a sign language class.
kids to do there.
Or or or....

I’m not sure. There is
More academic material.
I just would like to make always room for improve(Jstor)
sure you know how awe- ment, but as for specifOutdoor story time
some Gina is. So helpful
ics, I am unsure what
space.
and so caring.
should be done to imA library cat.
prove the library.
I dislike the giving of
You’re doing a good job
More adult programs esprizes to read, especially
considers the circumpecially in the arts area.
for adults.
stances
Great facility for our
community. Nice variety
Nothing - you guys are
Wider selection of DVDs
of programs for all ages
great!
especially Blue Ray
birth-seniors.
We will actively develop
Expanded selection.
Smile. Ask if they can
mobile libraries
More audio books.
help.
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